
Case Study
Serine Biosynthesis



Known: Proteins that occur in same metabolic pathway (KEGG metabolic maps) are presumed to be 
functionally interacting.

Test Pathway: Serine Biosynthesis in Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv

This can be used as a test case, assuming that it is still a hole in the organism. We can check whether our 
scoring scheme is able to pick up the same protein from a list of candidate proteins which are basically the 
hypothetical proteins in M.tb. Note that we have kept the protein Rv3042c in the candidate list.

BioCyc predicts it to be a hole 
in the serine biosynthesis.

KEGG has got an 
annotation for it - Rv3042c



The other two enzymes 1.1.1.95 and 2.6.1.52 have associated Rv-Ids which are:
● 1.1.1.95 -> Rv0728c and Rv2996c
● 2.6.1.52->  Rv0884c

Next step is to take a list of all candidate proteins ( a set of hypothetical protein in M.tb), with Rv3042c included 
in it.

Map these proteins to corresponding identifier in STRING database,and for each of these proteins identify and 
retrieve the combined functional association score.

Here, we have 3 known proteins and 'n' candidate proteins. 

For each of these 3 proteins, different number of proteins that have an interaction are written to separate files. 

Combine all these files (interaction files from each of these proteins). This will give a list of all candidate 
proteins which have an interaction with the 3 known proteins.

Since we combined all three list together so there may or may not be proteins which are present in all three or 
two of the lists, In this case we have to combine the score to get an effective score.

Two scoring schemes I could think of are:
● Simple Average score
● Bayesian Score [1]

[1] http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC539959/



The first ten hits after implementing the average score are:

1780620    918.5
1780906    899
1781470    642
1779130    630
1780514    576
1780654    557
1779288    549
1779286    517
1781501    504
1779394    496

1780620    1779128    923
1780620    1781423    914
1780906    1779287    899
1780906    1779287    899
1781470    1779128    274
1781470    1779287    957
1781470    1781423    695
1779130    1779128    630
1780514    1779287    576
1780654    1779287    557
1779288    1779287    549
1779286    1779287    517
1781501    1781423    504
1779394    1781423    496

RANK 3
1781470 is actually Rv3042c 
which is the actual protein for the 
hole as per KEGG.

Problems:
1. For 1781470 , inspite of having a high score 954, the average comes to around 642, as the other 

two scores are bit low (274 and 695). If we could add more weight to the high scores then will it 
work as desired?

2. A weight should be given in terms of how many of the candidates are showing an interaction to 
the known protein, More the interactions higher should be the score. Ideal will be the case where 
the candidate have an association score with all the known proteins.

These score are basically the 
bayesian probability values, multiplied 
by 1000.



The first ten hits after implementing Bayesian score are:

1780620    993.378        
1781470    990.47851
1780906    989.799
1782213    836.598328
1779130    630
1780514    576
1780654    557
1779288    549
1779286    517
1781501    504

1780620    1779128    923
1780620    1781423    914
1781470    1779128    274
1781470    1779287    957
1781470    1781423    695
1780906    1779287    899
1780906    1779287    899
1782213    1779128    382
1782213    1779287    468
1782213    1781423    503
1779130    1779128    630
1780514    1779287    576
1780654    1779287    557
1779288    1779287    549
1779286    1779287    517
1781501    1781423    504

Problems:
1. A weight should be given in terms of how many of the candidates are showing an interaction to the 

known protein, More the interactions higher should be the score. Ideal will be the case where the 
candidate have an association score with all the known proteins.

2. Cases like 1782213 should not add up to this high score, this requires modification in the scoring 
scheme. What I mean here is, since the individual scores are less 382,468,503 so they should not 
give a score as high as 866.

RANK 2
1781470 is actually Rv3042c 
which is the actual protein for the 
hole as per KEGG.

These score are basically the 
bayesian probability values, 
multiplied by 1000.


